In spite of the wide variety of concurrency control and recovery mechanisms proposed during the past decade, the behavior and the performance of various concurrency control and recovery mechanisms remain largely not well understood. In addition, although concurrency control and recovery mechanisms are intimately related, the interaction between them has not been adequately explored. In this paper, we take a unified view of the problems associated with concurrency control and recovery for transaction-oriented multiuser centralized database management systems, and we present several integrated mechanisms. We then develop analytical models to study the behavior and compare the performance of these integrated mechanisms, and we present the results of our performance evaluation.
INTRODUCTION
During the past decade, alternative concurrency control and recovery mechanisms have been the subject of intensive research activity [3, 4, 24, 461 . However, in spite of the wide variety of mechanisms proposed, there remains a lack of experimental and/or analytical evidence regarding the behavior of various concurrency control and recovery mechanisms and their influence on database system performance. In addition, although concurrency control and recovery mechanisms are intimately related, they have been treated primarily as two Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery.
To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. independent problems, and very little research has been devoted to explore the interaction between the two mechanisms.
In this paper, we take a unified view of the problems associated with concurrency control and recovery for centralized database management systems, and we present several integrated mechanisms. We then develop analytical models to study the behavior and compare the performance of these integrated mechanisms. Our approach for evaluation the performance of these mechanisms extends the approaches used previously. Earlier evaluation efforts have primarily used metrics such as transaction throughput (i.e., number of transactions completed per second) or average response time when comparing different concurrency control mechanisms (or different versions of the same mechanism) and have ignored the overhead' imposed on the transaction by the concurrency control and recovery mechanism. Our approach for evaluating concurrency control and recovery mechanisms recognizes that real life systems have finite resources and incorporates both the effect of the mechanism on the conflict rate between transactions (that has a direct effect on the throughput rate) and the overhead associated with each mechanism on the execution of the transaction. We feel that this approach provides a more accurate evaluation of the performance of the alternative mechanisms than when only the transaction throughput rate is considered without consideration of system resources.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. Summaries of the basic concurrency control and recovery mechanisms are contained in Section 2 and Section 3, respectively. We present the interaction between concurrency control and recovery in Section 4. We describe the cost model that we use for performance evaluation in Section 5. Integrated concurrency control and recovery mechanisms are presented in Section 6 along with the cost equations for each. In Section 8, we present the results of our performance evaluation using the database, mass storage device, and processor characteristics specified in Section 7. Section 9 contains our conclusions and suggestions for future research. A glossary of the notation used in the paper has been provided in the appendix.
SUMMARY OF BASIC CONCURRENCY CONTROL MECHANISMS
In the following sections, we assume that the reader is familiar with the notions of transaction and consistency in database systems [ll, 451, and we summarize the three basic approaches' toward solving the concurrency control problem: locking, timestamp ordering, and optimistic.
Locking
Locking [ll, 161 realizes consistency by requiring a transaction to obtain a nonconflicting lock on an object before accessing the object. Two requests for a lock on an object conflict if (a) one is for a read lock and the other for a write Integrated Concurrency Control and Recovery Mechanisms l 531 lock, or (b) both are for write locks. Generally, the transaction is blocked if its lock request cannot be satisfied.
Whenever a transaction waits for a lock request to be granted, it runs the risk of waiting forever in a deadlock. There are three approaches to deadlock resolution. Deadlock prevention is a cautious scheme that restarts a transaction if it gets into a deadlock. Timestamp-based wound-wait and wait-die schemes proposed in [38] are examples of deadlock prevention. In deadlock detection, deadlocks are detected by explicitly building the waits-for graph [lo, 211, and a deadlock is broken by restarting a transaction in the cycle in the graph. Deadlock avoidance is a conservative technique wherein a transaction gets all or none of its lock at the same time.
Timestamp Ordering
With timestamp ordering, a serialization order is selected a priori and a transaction execution is forced to obey this order. In the basic version of this scheme [4] , every transaction is assigned a unique timestamp. A read request for an object by a transaction is accepted only if no other transaction with a larger timestamp has written that object. Similarly, a write request is honored only if no other transaction with a larger timestamp has read or written that object.
Two variations of the basic algorithm, multiversion and conservative timestamp ordering, have been described in [4] . Both attempt to reduce the number of restarts induced by the basic algorithm.
Optimistic
In the optimistic methods of concurrency control [25] , transactions are allowed to execute unhindered. As a transaction executes, information about the set of objects read, written, and created by the transaction is collected. At the end, the transaction is validated to determine whether or not to commit the transaction. Values created by an uncommitted transaction are not available to other transactions, and only after the transaction has committed are the values made globally available.
Basic Timestamp Ordering Versus Locking
For centralized database systems, the basic timestamp ordering algorithm is very similar to locking in its behavior but has the disadvantage of inducing a larger number of restarts.
In basic timestamp ordering, the serialization order is decided a priori, whereas the serialization order is dynamically decided in locking. Because of this, when compared with locking, basic timestamp ordering is more prone to transaction restarts. Assume, for example, that ts(T2) > ts(T1) and the following sequence of operations: T2: read(X) T2: commit Tl: write(X) Basic timestamp mechanism will abort Tl, but locking will permit both Tl and T2 to commit. We now investigate the similarity in basic timestamp ordering It is necessary that these three actions together are executed in an atomic fashion. Consider, for example, the consistency assertion that X = Y, assume R-ts(X) = W-ts(X) = R-ts(Y) = W-ts(Y) = 0, ts(T1) = 1, ts(T2) = 2, and the following sequence of execution: Assume serial execution up to step 5. At step 6, ts(T1) is checked to be greater than R-ts(Y), write(Y) is accepted, and W-ts(Y) is set equal to 1. However, before Y is updated, processing of read(Y) at step 7 begins. Since ts(T2) > W-ts(Y), the read is accepted, R-ts(Y) is updated, and read(Y) is carried out. Subsequently, the pending write(Y) of step 6 is completed. After execution of step 8, we will have an inconsistent database. Therefore, as in the case of locking,3 while an object is being accessed, other conflicting (read and write) accesses to the object must be blocked. 4 Furthermore, if an updated object is allowed to be accessed before the transaction that updated it completes, the problem of cascaded aborts will occur. Assume, for example, that ts(T2) > ts(T1) and the following sequence of execution:
Tl: write(X) T2: read(X) T2: commit Tl: abort When Tl aborts, T2 will also have to be aborted and any updates of T2 will have to be undone. Therefore, to avoid cascaded aborts, once a transaction begins updating an object, access to that object must be blocked until the transaction either commits or aborts. This is equivalent to putting a write lock on the object and keeping that lock set until the end of the-transaction (as in the case of twophase locking). 3 However, once the transaction has finished reading an object, writes to that object may be allowed to proceed, unlike the two-phase locking where the read lock must be kept until all the locks have been obtained. ' An alternative might be to recheck after executing read(X) [write(X)] that the timestamp associated with the request is still not less than W-ts(X) [R-ts(X)] and if the test fails, abort the transaction. This solution will further increase the number of restarts induced by the basic timestamp ordering. To summarize, the only situation where timestamp ordering may offer additional concurrency over locking is the one in which a write request on an object is allowed to proceed once another transaction has finished reading the object. However, with timestamp ordering, a larger percentage of transactions will have to be aborted and rerun. In a system with finite resources, the result is likely to be less net concurrency. In a recent simulation study [8] that took system resources into consideration, it was also concluded that locking has superior performance compared with basic timestamp ordering. In view of the above arguments, we do not consider basic timestamp ordering further.
Performance of Concurrency Control Mechanisms
Some researchers have investigated the behavior of locking using both simulation [28, 35, 401 and analytical models [15, 19, 23, 31, 33, 43, 441 . A qualitative study that discussed performance issues for several distributed locking and timestamp algorithms is presented in [5] , and an empirical comparison of several concurrency control schemes has been given in [30] . Recently, several simulation studies have been performed to compare the performance of different concurrency control mechanisms. Performance of locking has been compared with the performance of basic timestamp ordering in [12] and with basic and multiversion timestamp ordering in [27] . Results of some experiments comparing locking to the optimistic method have appeared in [37] and the performance of several concurrency control mechanisms has been compared in [7, 8] . A criticism of these simulation studies is that they generate only one final number for comparison and do not help in isolating the costs of various components of a mechanism. With our approach, in addition to saying that a particular mechanism is expensive, one can determine why the mechanism is expensive and where efforts should be concentrated in order to improve its performance.
SUMMARY OF BASIC RECOVERY MECHANISMS
In this section, we summarize5 the three6 basic recovery mechanisms: logs, shadows, and differential files. We only present the techniques for recovery from transaction abort and the recovery from system failures. To recover from media failure (e.g., a head crash on the disk), all the mechanisms require periodic saving of a complete database image on a tertiary medium like tape and reconstructing the database from the last saved image. However, the amount of reprocessing required to recover from media failure varies for different schemes. In general, schemes based on shadows and differential files require a larger number of transactions to be reprocessed when compared with logging.
Recovery Using Logs
The log-based approach [16] relies upon a redundant representation of the database on an append-only log. In addition to updating a data object, every 5 The interested reader is encouraged to pursue the pointers to the literature given with the summaries for complete details. e We have not considered recovery schemes based on versions [32] . As pointed out in [l] , the version approach is, in certain sense, a "super shadow" mechanism, and its performance is not expected to be any better than the shadow approach. update operation also creates a log record that includes information such as the transaction identifier, the object identifier, and "before" and "after" values. To limit the amount of work at the time of system restart, system checkpoints are taken periodically in an action-consistent state. At system checkpoint, buffers are flushed and a checkpoint record containing a list of all active transactions and pointers to their most recent log records is written to the log.
3.1.1 Commit Processing. Modification of the database follows this writeahead log protocol:
(1) Before recording uncommitted updates of a transaction on stable storage, force its before-value log records to stable storage. (2) Before committing updates of a transaction, force all its log records to stable storage.
Recovery Algorithm.
The essential idea is to undo the effects of uncommitted transactions by reading log records for the transaction backward and restoring the before-values. Similarly, the actions of committed transactions are redone by scanning log records for the transaction forward from the most recent checkpoint and reapplying the after-values.
Recovery Using Shadows
The fundamental idea of shadows is not to do in-place updating but rather to keep two copies of the object being updated while the transaction is still active: the modified copy and a copy of the object as it was before the transaction began. This latter is termed the shadow copy. When the transaction commits, the shadow copy is replaced by the updated copy. We present a scheme based on the ideas in [26, 291 . Note that the shadow scheme presented here is different from the one System R uses [20] , which is a combination of logging and the singleuser shadow scheme proposed in [29] .
For each relation, there is a shadow page-table, S-Map, that is maintained in stable storage. For each transaction, an incremental current page-table, C-Map, is formed in the main memory as the transaction updates data pages. To update a page k, if k is already in C-Map, then C-Map[k].PhysicalPage is used for updating. Otherwise, a free page j is obtained for the updated copy of k and an entry is added to C-map for k with C-Map [k] .PhysicalPage = j. . PhysicalPage. Since the system may fail when S-Map has been partially updated, S-Map is updated in two phases. First, C-map is written to a commit list on stable storage as transaction's precommit record. Once the precommit record of a transaction appears on the commit list, its effects cannot be undone. Next, S-Map is updated. Since system failure in the middle of writing of an SMap block may garbage the block, the S-Map is carefully7 updated. Finally, a commit record for the transaction is written to the commit list. ' As explained in [26] , careful updating requires two physical writes for each write operation. 
Recovery Algorithm.
Recovery from a transaction abort is straightforward. The data pages created by the transaction are reclaimed, and the C-map associated with the transaction is discarded. To recover from a system crash, the commit list is examined to determine those transactions for which a precommit record appears in the list but not the commit record. For all such transactions, S-Map is updated using the precommit record.
Recovery Using Differential Files
With the differential file scheme proposed in [39] , all logical files comprise two physical files: a read-only base file and a read-write differential file. The base file remains unchanged until reorganization. All updates are confined to the differential file.
In [42] , it was proposed that the differential file be decomposed into two files: an A file and a D file. Thus, each file R is considered a view [41] , R = (B U A) -D, where B is the read-only base portion of R. Intuitively, additions to R go to A and deletions go to D.
Commit Processing.
Assume that each transaction has been assigned a unique timestamp and that the tuples in the A and D files have been widened to have an extra field TS for such a timestamp. While a transaction is active, its updates go to its local A1 and D1 files that are inaccessible to other transactions. When the transaction commits, A, and D1 are appended to the global A, and D, files and are forced to stable storage. Finally, the timestamp of the committing transaction is written to a CommitList.
Recovery Algorithm.
If a transaction aborts, its private A1 and D1 files are simply discarded and its timestamp is not appended to the CommitList. To recover from system crash, instead of R, a view of R is used that consists solely of the tuples whose timestamp field (TS) contains a value that appears in the CommitList.
Performance of Recovery Mechanisms
Analytical models have been used to study log-based recovery systems in [9, 13, 141. These models, however, only address the issue of selecting an optimum checkpoint interval. An assessment of shadows vis-a-vis logs for recovery has been given in [20] . Recently, a taxonomy of recovery techniques and an analytical evaluation of their performance has appeared in [34] .
INTERACTION OF CONCURRENCY CONTROL AND RECOVERY
With this background we developed the following integrated concurrency control and recovery mechanisms: log+locking, log+optimistic, shadow+locking, shadow+optimistic, differential+locking, and differential+optimistic. Before discussing the relative performance of the different mechanisms, we first describe the interaction of the concurrency control and recovery mechanisms.
Sharing of Data Structures
With the optimistic method of concurrency control, while a transaction is active, all the updates are made to the local copies of each data object. Only after a R. Agrawal and D. J. Dewitt transaction is validated will its updates be made globally available. Thus, redundant data structures are required for holding local copies during the active life of the transaction for concurrency control purposes. However, instead of creating separate data structures, those data structures required for recovery may be shared between concurrency control and recovery.
In the log+optimistic combination, the log records required for recovery may double as the local copies for concurrency control. In the shadow+optimistic combination, the incremental current page-table, together with the new disk pages required for recovery, may function as the local copies for concurrency control. In the differential+optimistic combination, local A and D pages that are private to a transaction may be used as the local copies for concurrency control.
Update of Data Pages
In any real system with finite memory and finite I/O bandwidth, the way a mechanism handles updating of data pages on disk has crucial performance implications. If an updated page has to be paged out to disk while the transaction is still active, there are to alternative approaches.
(1) Immediate Updating.
Write the updated page to the disk block where it belongs. The advantage is that if the transaction completes, there is nothing more to be done as the updated page is where it should be. The disadvantage is that if the transaction aborts, then the image of the data page as it existed on disk before the transaction started will have to be restored. Write the updated page in some scratch space and, after the transaction completes, move it to its original position. The advantage is that the transaction aborts can easily be handled by simply dicarding the copy in the scratch area. The disadvantage is that successful transactions will incur two extra disk I/OS for each updated page: one to read the page from the scratch area and a second to write it to its proper location.
Among concurrency control mechanisms, locking can handle immediate updating, but optimistic methods require deferred updating. Among recovery mechanisms, logging can support immediate updating, but both shadow and differential file mechanisms require deferred updating. We now investigate integrated mechanisms from this point of view.
In log+locking, both the concurrency control and recovery mechanisms permit immediate updating and complement each other. An uncommitted update that migrates to disk cannot be seen by other transactions as it has locks put on it. If the transaction aborts, the uncommitted update can be undone by restoring the before-value from the log.
In the log+optimistic combination, the recovery mechanism allows immediate updating, but the concurrency control requires deferred updating. Thus, concurrency control and recovery interact adversely, and consequently this mechanism incurs a significant performance penalty. Recall that in the log+optimistic combination, log records double as local copies for concurrency control. Thus, at the time of making local copies created by a transaction globally available, all those log pages that have been flushed to disk due to buffer size constraints will have to be reread. Worse still, all those data pages that are to be updated and which could not be held in the memory due to buffer limitation will also have to be reread. Thus, this mechanism may involve considerable rereading. A positive by-product of deferring updates to transaction completion, however, is that only an after-value log is required as a before-value log is used only for transaction undo.
Whereas in the log+optimistic combination the concurrency control inviolates the immediate updating feature of the recovery, in the shadow+locking combination, it is the recovery mechanism that inviolates the immediate updating feature of the concurrency control mechanism. The result is that when the transaction completes, those page-table pages that are to be updated and that are no longer available in the memory will have to be reread. However, unlike the log+optimistic combination, this mechanism does not require rereading of data pages to be updated as the page-table is updated to point to new disk locations. In the shadow+optimistic combination, both concurrency control and recovery require deferred updating. Therefore, like shadow+locking, rereading of page-table pages may be required.
The algorithms for concurrency control and recovery interact adversely in the differential+locking mechanism also. At the time of transaction completion, rereading of those local A and D pages that have migrated to disk will be required to append them to the global A and D files. In differential+optimistic combination, both concurrency control and recovery require deferred updating and rereading of local A and D pages may be required.
As far as the rereading of data is concerned, both the behavior of shadow+locking vis-a-vis shadow+optimistic and the behavior of differential+locking vis-a-vis differential+optimistic are similar, due to the manner in which the concurrency control and recovery mechanisms interact.
Commit Processing
When a transaction says that "I am done" (reaches D stage in Figure l) , the database system performs some actions (e.g., writing the log and committing records to stable storage) before irrevocably committing the transaction (transaction reaches C stage). The difference between the D and the C stage is that if the system crashes during the DC interval, then at the time of recovery, the transaction will be undone; whereas, the transaction will be redone if the system crashes after the D stage. Even after a transaction has been committed, there is a time gap before its updates are made available to other transactions (transaction reaches A stage). This time gap could be due, for example, in the optimistic method, to the time required to make local copies global. The transaction is forgotten (reaches F stage) when the database system deletes all the control information that it has maintained on the transaction. For example, with the optimistic method, a transaction may be forgotten only after all those transactions that started before this transaction reached the A stage have completed their validation. Various control sets for the transaction like read set, write set, etc., will have to be retained until this point.
It is desirable that the length of the time interval between the different stages during the commit processing be as short as possible. A long DC interval increases the chance of a transaction-abort if the system crashes. A long CA interval results in increased waiting for lock requests with locking and a higher number of transaction restarts with the optimistic method. A long AF interval increases the space overhead of the database system. We now exmine these time intervals for the different integrated mechanisms.
To commit a transaction with log+locking ( Figure 2 ), the database system must flush the log records and the commit record to stable storage. Updates are made available to other transactions once the locks held by the transaction have been released. The locks may be released even before updated pages have been written to disk. Thus, if there is locality of reference, a page may be updated many times in the memory without being written to disk.
With shadow+locking (Figure 3 ), on the other hand, updated pages have to be written to disk before a transaction can be committed. Thus, if there is locality of reference, the advantage of saving I/OS by not writing the updated data pages to disk is lost. Updates are made available to other transactions after the pagetable entries have been updated and locks released. In general, locks will be held for a longer duration with the shadow+locking mechanism compared with the log+locking mechanism. Also, the duration of the DC and CA intervals with shadow+locking will be longer than the corresponding durations with log+locking.
With the log+optimistic combination (Figure 4 ), the database system has to flush the log and commit records before committing a transaction, as in the case I
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Al C Dl destroy to Ag 6 Dg sets of log+locking. Updates are made available to other transactions after the local copies have been made global. The time required for this operation could be substantial, particularly for the long transactions, as this operation may require reading of data and log pages from disk. Commit processing for the shadow-t-optimistic combination ( Figure 5 ) looks very similar to shadow+locking.
The transaction is committed once updated pages have been written to disk, and updates are made available after updating the page-table.
With differential+locking ( Figure S) , local A and D pages have to be appended to the global A and D files to commit a transaction. Updates are made available after the locks have been released. The duration of the DC interval with differential+locking may be longer compared with log+locking because reading the local A and D pages from disk may be required.
Commit processing for differential+optimistic ( Figure 7 ) is similar to differential+locking.
The transaction is committed and the updates are made available as soon as local A and D pages have been appended to the global A and D files.
The F stage is reached much later in all the optimistic-based mechanisms when compared with the corresponding locking-based mechanisms. The reason is that, with locking, a transaction can be forgotten as soon as the locks held by the transaction are released. With the optimistic method, however, the database system has to wait for all those transactions that started before the A stage of the transaction was reached to complete validation before forgetting the transaction.
THE COST MODEL
To evaluate the performance of alternative integrated concurrency control and recovery algorithms, we use a metric that we designate as the burden on the transaction. Our performance metric recognizes that real life systems have finite resources, and it incorporates both the impact that the concurrency control mechanism has on the probability that the transaction will run to completion without conflicting with another transaction and the overhead (those instructions/operations, both CPU and I/O, that would not need to be executed if the transaction were run alone on a computer with perfect software and hardware) imposed on the transaction by the algorithm.
When a transaction is started, there are three possible outcomes:
(1) the transaction runs to completion and commits (transation succeeds); (2) the transaction is aborted by the user or by invalid input data (transaction fails); (3) the transaction is aborted by the system and is restarted before it completes (transaction succeeds after rerun(s)).
Let us examine the third case more closely. The overhead in this case consists of two parts: (a) overhead from the time the transaction started to the time it was restarted by the system and its effects were undone, (b) overhead during the final successful execution of the transaction from start to commit. The overhead for case 3(b) is the same as case 1. At first glance the overhead for case 3(a) appears to be equal to the overhead for case 2 (assuming that the transaction fails at the same point). However, the overhead for case 3(a) must also include the transaction execution cost (CPU and I/O operations required to process the transaction) before it was restarted since this cost would not have been incurred if the transaction were run by itself.
Another way of viewing this scenario is that the transactions always succeed unless terminated by the user. However, certain successful transactions are internally restarted before they succeed, causing extra overhead. Thus the burden, BX, imposed on a transaction by the recovery and concurrency control algorithm utilized can be modeled as BX = Osetup + pfail * Ofail + Psucc * O*ucc + Ihun * O*erun where Osetup is the initialization cost incurred irrespective of the ultimate fate of the transaction; pfail is the probability that the transaction fails, that is, it is aborted by the user; Ofail is the overhead incurred when a transaction fails; psucc is the probability that the transaction ultimately succeeds; O,,,, is the overhead incurred when a transaction succeeds (from start to commit); prerun is the probability that the transaction is rerun; O,,,, is the overhead incurred when a transaction is restarted by the system (from start to restart); andp,,,, + pfail= 1.
We develop cost equations for Osetup, O,,,,, Ofail, and O,,, for various integrated concurrency control and recovery mechanisms in the following section. The value of pfail is based on Gray's estimates in [ 171. Knowing pfair, pSucc = 1 -pfail. The values of prerun are determined using Carey's simulator [7, 
COST EQUATIONS
Before presenting integrated recovery and concurrency control mechanisms and their associated cost equations, we first specify our transaction model and the system parameters used in these cost equations. We then state our assumptions about the concurrency control mechanisms. Assumptions about the recovery mechanisms are described along with the cost equations for the integrated mechanisms. The Appendix contains a glossary of the notation used in the cost equations.
Transaction Model
We model a transaction by the total number of database pages it accesses, NP,. Out of NP, pages, NP, pages are updated; that is, a page is read before being updated. All data pages are read from disk, and at the end of the transaction, the updated pages are written to disk. Finally, for purposes of simplicity, we assume that each page is read by a transaction exactly once regardless of the number of records that must be accessed on the page. Table I shows the system parameters used in the development of cost equations.
System Parameters
The actual values of these parameters will depend on the physical characteristics of the mass-storage device (assumed to be a disk) and the processing unit. Some parameters also depend on the characteristics of the database for which average values have been assumed. Before evaluating the performance of the alternative mechanisms in Section 8, values are assigned to these parameters in Section 7.
6.3 Assumptions about the Concurrency Control Mechanisms 6.3.1 Locking.
(1) The lock-acquisition discipline is "get only when needed." (2) The time to process a lock acquisition request is T,, and the time to process a lock release request is T,,. Gray [17] asserts that the lock table can always be maintained in the main memory and that this is the case in IMS and System R. Lin and Nolte [28] , in their simulation of two-phase locking, assumed the lock processing to be instantaneous. If, however, the lock table must be maintained on secondary storage, it can be modeled by choosing appropriate higher values of T,, and T,,.
(3) The granularity of locking is a page. (4) Transaction abort (either system initiated or user initiated) occurs when the transaction has read NP,/2 pages and has updated NP,/2 pages. 
that conflicts. The probability that a lock request will conflict is pconsict, Tddlk is the CPU time required for this test, and pddlk is the probability that a cycle would be found.
(6) A transaction whose lock request conflicts but does not result in a deadlock is blocked.
We assume that the waiting for a lock to become free has been implemented using a sleep-wakeup mechanism similar to the one provided, for example, in UNIX [36] . Thus, while a transaction is waiting for a lock to be released, it does not consume CPU cycles, as would have been the case if the transaction were to do busy waiting.
6.3.2 Optimistic. (1) The granularity of the elements in the various control sets (readset, writeset, etc.) is a page.
(2) The cost of creating the control sets for a transaction is a function of NPt. A much finer analysis is possible where the size of various sets is estimated, and accordingly, the cost of creating various sets determined. However, because of the coarse granularity chosen for the elements of these sets, they can be maintained in the main memory and the creation of sets would not contribute significantly to the total cost. When NP, = 1, the CPU time to create the control sets is assumed to be T,,. We assume that a background process is responsible for deleting various control sets and do not model this cost.
(3) Reads and writes on a page with optimistic concurrency control first check the write set to determine whether a local copy of the corresponding page exists. Since the write set can be maintained in the main memory, we assume the cost of this indirection to be negligible.
(4) If a transaction is aborted by the user, it happens when the transaction has read and processed half of NP, pages.
(5) If a transaction fails to be validated, it is detected halfway through the validation test.
(6) The cost of validating a transaction is a function of the size of the transaction and the number of concurrently executing transactions, MPL (multiprogramming level). We assume the cost of validation to be (MPL -1) * Tvalid, where Tvalid is the time to validate a transaction if only one other transaction is executing concurrently with it.
Integrated Mechanisms
We now sketch integrated recovery and concurrency control mechanisms and present cost equations for them.
Log+Locking.
This is the well-known scheme described in [16] . A transaction, before accessing a data page, acquires a lock on it and the database is updated using the "write-ahead log" protocol. (1) The number of log pages generated by a transaction is determined by the parameter LogFrac (number of log pages = LogFrac * NP,; NP, is the number of pages updated by the transaction).
(2) A transaction is assigned a fixed number of data buffers. We postulate a function DFlush(X) that, given the total number of data pages X updated by a transaction at some time t, determines the number of pages that have migrated to disk at time t and are not present in the main memory. Similarly, the function LFlush(Y), where Y is the number of log pages generated by a transaction at time t, determines the number of log pages that have been written to the disk and are no longer available in the main memory at time t.
For the write-ahead protocol, it must be the case that for all time t, LFlush(Y) L LogFrac * DFlush(X).
The flushing of data and log buffers may be delayed as much as possible until the transaction commits or aborts in order to reduce the cost of undo processing.
On the other hand, data and log buffers may be flushed as soon as they are created to minimize the commit time duration. The first situation can be modeled by defining DFlush to be DFlush(X) = max(0, X -DBuffJ, where DBuff is the number of data buffers allocated to the transaction. This assumes that the buffer manager first ejects a page that has only been read but not updated before replacing an updated page. The second situation can be modeled by defining DFlush as DFlush(X) = X. The function LFlush may be defined analogously.
(3) Since we assume that, on the average, a transaction gets into deadlock after reading and processing NPJ2 pages and updating NP,/2 pages, the execution cost of an aborted transaction = cost of reading NPJ2 pages + cost of processing NP,/Z pages + cost of updating NP,/2 pages = (Ti, + TpBpe) * NPJ2 + DFlush(NPJ2) * Ti,. As explained in Section 4, in the log+optimistic combination, instead of making separate local copies of the updated pages before the transaction reaches the commit point, the log records may be used for this purpose. Although it is possible to derive the writeset and the createset of a transaction by examining its log records, it is more efficient to create them separately in main memory. After the transaction is validated, log pages are used to update the data pages. Writing the updated pages to disk follows the writeahead log protocol.
6.4.2.1
Assumptions.
Assumptions (1) and (2) of the log+locking mechanism are again assumed to hold. Observe that the decision to abort a nonserializable transaction will be made after complete processing of the transaction, that is, after reading and processing NP, pages, but no updated pages are written to disk before validation (log records double up as the local copies for the updated pages). Hence, the execution cost of an aborted transaction is (T, + T,,,& * NP,. + CPU cost of creating log pages lceil(LogFrac * NP,/2) * TpBpe) + I/O cost of writing log pages (LFlush(ceil(LogFrac * NP,/2)) * Ti,] -cost of writing DFlush(NPJ2) data pages" (DFlush(NPJ2) * TioJ. ' The cost of making local copies globally available involves reading the log pages that have migrated to disk and the data pages to be updated that are no longer available in main memory. However, it would not include the cost of updating the data pages in the main memory and writing back the updated pages. These costs are not incurred during the read phase of the transaction and hence can be amortized during this phase. ' No undo processing is required as at this point all changes have been performed on the local copies. loSince we are developing formulas that express the overhead incurred, we must model savings provided by a mechanism as well as costs. Thus, since no pages are actually updated in the log+optimistic approach until the transaction is validated, DFLush(NP,/Z) write operations are avoided when compared with a system that provides no recovery mechanism and does in-place updating. 6.4.2.3 Comments. As in the case of the log+lock algorithm, the tran-begin and the commit/abort records for a transaction can be written together with the other log records for the transaction.
Cost Equations

Shadow+Locking.
Before accessing a data page, the transaction locks that page. However, no explicit locking is needed to access page-table (both S-Map and C-Map) entries. The protocol required is that a transaction accesses a page-table entry to get the physical address of a data page only if it has been granted a lock for that page. Thus, it is not possible for a transaction to access a page-table entry while it is being updated. Once a transaction completes, its write-lock on a page is released only after the corresponding entry in the pagetable has been updated.
Assumptions.
(1) The size of the page-table is PtSize pages. For databases of reasonable size, PtSize will be large. Thus, the S-Map cannot reside in the main memory and must be paged from the secondary storage [20] . Consequently, a data page I/O may also cause a page-table I/O. However, in general, accessing X data pages will not result in access to X distinct pages of the S-Map since a number of page-table entries can be blocked into one S-Map page. The number of S-Map pages that will have to be accessed is determined by a function PtPages(X). For the random access of data pages, the number of S-Map pages required to be accessed is analogous to the number of pages accessed when randomly selecting records from a blocked file. We use Cardenas' expression [6] for this purpose," and define
For sequential access of data pages,l* PtPages(X) = 1 + X/blocking-factor.
(2) The tran-begin and the incremental C-Map can be written on the same page as the precommit record on the commit list.
(3) The function SFlush(X), where X is the number of S-Map pages read by the transaction at time t, determines the number of S-Map pages that are no longer available in the memory. SFlush(X) = max(O, X -SBuffJ, where SBuff is the number of buffers available to the transaction for reading the S-Map pages.
I' It has been shown that the Cardenas' expression gives the lower hound for the expected number of pages accessed, and more accurate expressions are available in literature (see [47] ). However, for large blocking factors (>lO), such as would he present in the S-Map, the error in Cardenas' approximation is negligible. I2 One has been added to account for the fact that the desired page- The function DFlush(Y) that determines the number of updated pages that have migrated to the disk is analogously defined.
(4) A shadow-based algorithm generates extra NP, allocate-page and freepage requests for data pages when compared with an in-place updating algorithm. The cost of processing an allocate-page or a free-page request is assumed to be T ret * (5) The cost of creating an entry in the C-Map is T,,,. (2) It is possible to avoid writing the abort record when a transaction is aborted by the user. However, the disadvantage is that at the time of the recovery from system crash, it would not be possible to distinguish the user-aborted transactions from those that were active at the time of crash.
Shadow+Optimistic.
With shadows as the recovery mechanism, there are always two copies of each data page being updated by a transaction: the updated copy and the unmodified (shadow) copy on disk. When shadow is combined with the optimistic method of concurrency control, the updated copy of each data page being modified can also be used as the local copy for concurrency control purposes. For purposes of concurrency control, as a transaction executes, it creates various control sets (readset, writeset, etc.). There is, however, no need to create a C-Map as required by recovery mechanism since the writeset (which normally contains only the page numbers of the updated pages) can be augmented to include the disk addresses of the modified pages along with the page numbers.
Assumptions.
We assume that assumptions (l)- (4) of the shadow+locking mechanism are valid for this mechanism also. However, since the decision to abort a nonserializable transaction is taken after the completion of its read phase, the execution cost of an aborted transaction = (Ti, + Tpage) * NP, + DFlush(NP") * Ti,. As in the case of the shadow+lock algorithm, the commit/ abort record may be piggybacked with the precommit record of the next transaction. Also, the writing of the abort record in the case of a user-initiated transaction abort may be avoided. 6 .4.5 Differential File+Locking.
As the transaction executes, it locks the pages of the global base file, B,, and the global differential files, A, and D,, and creates the local differential files A, and D1. Once the transaction commits, A, and D, are appended to A, and D,, respectively.
6.451 Assumptions.
(1) With the differential tile approach, in addition to accessing the pages from the base file, pages from the differential files have to be accessed. The number of differential file pages that are accessed is a function of the size of the differential files relative to the size of the base file. We assume a parameter, SizeFrac, that determines the number of differential file pages accessed (differential file pages accessed by a transaction = SizeFrac * NPJ.
(2) Processing of data pages in response to a query will also incur extra CPU overhead. For example, since R = (B U A) -D, a simple retrieve on R will be translated into a retrieve on B, A, and D followed first by a union of tuples retrieved from B and A and then by a set-difference of the result and the tuples retrieved from D. We assume the extra CPU overhead to be CpuOH of the total CPU time consumed if the transaction were run alone without any provision for recovery.
(3) The number of Al and D1 pages generated by a completed transaction is DiffFrac of NP,. Thus, a transaction writes ceil(DiffFrac * NP,) pages each to A1 and D1. However, an in-place updating algorithm like log+locking that writes back to disk the updated data pages would incur the cost of writing NP, pages. Therefore, the net cost is the cost of writing (2 * ceil(DiffFrac * NP,) -NP,) pages.
(4) DFlush(X) is the function that determines the number of A1 and D1 pages that migrate to disk. DFlush(X) = max{O, DBuff -X), where DBuff is the number of buffers available.
(5) The execution cost of an aborted transaction = (T, + T,,,,) * NP,/2. Note that unlike an in-place updating algorithm, with the differential file approach the transaction does not incur the cost of writing updated pages. The cost of writing A and D pages is considered to be recovery overhead associated with the differential file approach. First observe that the Al and D1 can also be used for the local copies of modified records for concurrency control purposes. As the transaction executes, it creates control sets, and if it is validated, it appends A, and D1 to global A, and D,.
6.4.6.1 Assumptions.
The same assumptions stated for differential file+locking are assumed to hold. As in the case of the differential file+locking mechanism, the execution cost of an aborted transaction = (Ti, + Trap) * NPt. The difference is that the decision to abort the transaction is taken after reading and writing NP, pages, instead of NP,/2 pages as in the case of differential file+locking mechanism. pages as is the case in an in-place updating algorithm. However, since the cost of writing DFlush(NP,/P) pages was subtracted from Ofail, this cost will be added here in order to make the formula correct. 
DATABASE, MASS STORAGE DEVICE, AND PROCESSOR SPECIFICATIONS
In this section, we specify the characteristics of the database, the mass storage device, and the processor employed in our evaluation. The mass storage device is modeled after the IBM 3350 disk drive [22] , whose characteristics are shown in Table II . The average time required to access a random block on the disk is Ti, = average seek time + latency + transfer time = 37.525 ms.
We have assumed that a 1 MIP processor is used to execute transactions, that 500 instructions are required to process a record (T,, = 0.5 ms), and that 5000 instructions are required to process a page of approximately 10 records (T,a,e = 5.0 ms). The size of the database, DBSize, has been assumed to be 100 million bytes. We have evaluated the performance of the integrated concurrency and recovery algorithms under five types of transaction loads. The sizes of the five transaction types and associated characteristics are shown in Table III .
The access pattern of the transactions has been assumed to be random. The values for NPt, NP,, and MPL were chosen to examine the performance over a wide spectrum ranging from low conflict to high conflict situations. The value of pfail is based on Gray's estimates in [18] . To determine the remaining probability numbers, we simulated locking and optimistic methods of concurrency control under identical conditions using Carey's simulator. The details of the simulator can be found in [ 7, 8] . For both methods of concurrency control, five experiments each were performed corresponding to five transaction types and the indicated level of multiprogramming. In one experiment, all the transactions were taken to be of same size. See [7] for a discussion on the stability of results produced by the simulator.
Tvalid is based on the assumption that a transaction can be validated against a concurrent transaction in O(NP, + NP,) time plus the time for a procedure call. TX1  TX2  TX3  TX4  TX5 NP,, number of pages touched NP,, number of pages updated MPL, multiprogramming level prail, probability of transaction failure pconfict, probability that a lock request conflicts pmm,(locking), probability of rerun p,,.(optimistic), probability of rerun Tvslid, time to validate a transaction (ms.) T,, (the time to process a lock request), Trl (time to release a lock request), and T,, (time to construct the control sets for the optimistic concurrecy control algorithm) have been assumed to be 0.5 ms. A value of 0.5 ms has also been used to represent the cost of determining whether granting a lock request will result in deadlock (Td& based on the results described in [2] .
EVALUATION
In this section we compare the performance of the different integrated concurrecy control and recovery mechanisms by computing the burden ratio for each mechanism. The burden ratio is defined to be the ratio of BX (the extra burden imposed on the transaction by the concurrency control and recovery mechanism) to the execution time of the transaction if run without any concurrency control or recovery mechanism: We first compare the relative performance of locking and optimistic concurrency control for each of the three recovery combinations. Then the performance of the three finalists are compared.
Logging
The relative performance of the log+locking and log+optimistic mechanisms is shown in Figure 8 and Table IV. In Table IV , all costs have been expressed in milliseconds. We assumed that DBuff, the number of data buffers allocated to the transaction equals 10, LBuff, the number of buffers available to collect log records for the transaction, equals 1, and LogFrac, the fraction of each updated page that must be recorded in a log record, equals 0.1. Based on Figure 8 and the data in Table IV , we make the following observations about the performance of these two mechanisms:
(1) The operation of "making copies local to the transaction globally available" in the optimistic concurrency control algorithm is very expensive since NP,-DBuff data pages that need to be updated will have migrated to disk due to buffer size constraint and will have to be reread.
(2) Backing up a user-aborted transaction is more expensive with locking due to the cost of undo processing (reading back those updated pages that have migrated to the disk, undoing the changes and then rewriting them, and the cost of acquiring and releasing locks). In the case of the optimistic method, Orail can actually have a negative value for large transactions as only LFlush(LogFrac * NP,/2) data pages are written to the disk instead of DFlush(NPJ2) pages (recall that for TX5, NP, = 50, DBuff = 10, LFlush(LogFrac * NPJ2) = 2 and DFlush(NPJ2) = 15), and no undo processing or validation cost is incurred.
(3) As the average transaction size increases, the number of transaction restarts increases faster for the optimistic mechanism than for a lock-based mechanism that uses deadlock detection. Hence, the value of O,,,, increases faster for the optimistic method.
(4) The dip in the burden ratio in Figure 8 is due to the blocking effect while writing the log. TXl, although it updates only 1 data page, writes 1 log page. On the other hand, TX2, although it updates 10 pages, also writes only 1 page (ceil(O.1 * 1) = 1 and ceil(0.1 * 10) = 2). For larger transactions, the increased cost of undo processing increases the burden ratio in the case of locking. In the case of the optimistic method, the increased cost of making local copies global coupled with the high cost of transaction restarts result in a higher burden ratio as the transaction size increases.
(5) Although the total cost of validation is less than the cost of lock management, the log+locking combination outperforms the log+optimistic combination due to the high cost of making local copies global and the higher restart rate associated with the log+optimistic mechanism. Only in the case of small transactions does the performance of the log+optimistic combination compare to the performance of the log+locking combination. In this case the buffer space available to the transaction, DBuff, is large enough to hold all the pages updated by the transaction until the transaction is validated, and hence the cost of making local copies global is not significant. In addition, for small transactions the value of &rLm is quite low. 
Differential Files
The performance of the differential file+locking and differential file+optimistic mechanisms is shown in Figure 9 and Table V . We assumed that SizeFrac, the relative size of the differential files A and D compared with the base file B, equals 0.1, that CpuOH, the extra CPU overhead, equals 100 percent (implying that, for example, T,,, is 1.0 ms instead of 0.5 ms), and that DiffFrac equals 0.1 (i.e., a transaction writes ceil(0.1 * NP,) pages to both Al and D1). One page-sized buffer was allocated for the base file and five each for the A and D files. We make the following observations based on Figure 9 and Table V: (1) There is considerable burden in accessing SizeFrac extra data pages and extra CpuOH processing. However, for the values assumed for SizeFrac and CpuOH, this burden is compensated by the savings that result from not writing the updated data pages as in an in-place updating algorithm. (2) Writing to the A and D files is akin to writing to the log, and hence the performance characteristics of the differential file approach appears similar to that of the log approach. In particular, because of blocking effect while writing to the A and D files, there is a dip in the burden ratio curve.
(3) Overall, the differential+locking mechanism performs better than differential+optimistic mechanism for medium and large transactions due to the larger number of transaction restarts with optimistic method. Only for small transactions, where there are not many transaction restarts, does the performance of the differential+optimistic combination become comparable to the differential+locking combination.
Shadows
The comparative performance of shadow+locking and shadow+optimistic mechanisms is shown in Figure 10 and Table VI . We assumed that DBuff = 1 and SBuff = 10. Each entry in the page table is assumed to take 4 bytes, and thus the size of S-Map is 25 pages (DBSize = 100 million bytes e 25000 pages; the number of S-Map entries per page = 1000). We make the following observations based on Figure 10 and Table VI: (1) The cost of reading and updating S-Map (the shadow page-table map) constitutes a large portion of the total burden.
(2) The proportion of the cost of reading S-Map pages reduces with an increase in transaction size since more page-table entries can be found on the same S-Map page (see Table VII ). The cost of updating S-Map increases for larger transactions because at the time of updating S-Map, PtPages(NP,)-SBuff of SMap pages are reread. However, the reduction in the cost of reading S-Map pages is much higher than the increase in the cost of updating the S-Map. Since the overhead due to reading and updating of the S-Map dominates the total burden in the case of the shadow+locking mechanism, the burden ratio reduces with an increase in transaction size. For the shadow+optimistic method also, the burden ratio first decreases with an increase in transaction size but then again starts decreasing as the overhead due to transaction restarts begins dominating the overhead due to accesses to S-Map.
(3) We also considered the case of sequential accesses to the database pages. The performance results for this case are shown in Figure 11 and Table VIII. The performance improves considerably due to a large reduction in the cost of reading and updating the S-Map, particularly for the shadow+locking mechanism. The relative behavior of the locking and optimistic methods is similar to that of the random access case.
However, as pointed out in [20] , a consequence of using shadows is that logically adjacent pages may not be physically adjacent. Thus, although accesses may be logically sequential, getting the next page may involve disk seek which would be very expensive. Lorie [29] suggests a page allocation strategy that may maintain physical clustering of logically adjacent pages within a cylinder. We assumed that the shadow mechanism employs such a scheme and did not assign any extra cost for potential disk seeks during sequential accesses. The relative performance of the log+locking, differential+locking, and shadow+locking mechanisms is shown in Figure 12 . We conclude with the following observations:
(1) For small transactions, log+locking is the clear winner, but for medium and large transactions, differential file+locking also appears promising. As recovery mechanisms, the log and the differential file approach have many simi- larities. Both do not suffer from the one level of indirection found in the shadow mechanism. The differential files, A and D, in the differential file approach are in certain sense after-value and before-value logs. However, with the log approach, a transaction, in addition to writing its log records, also writes the updated data pages to stable storage at the same time. 15 On the other hand, while the I5 Writing of updated data pages may not be deferred to some slack time as the associated data buffers may have to be reallocated to another transaction. differential file approach must also write pages of the A and D files (that are like log pages) to stable storage, the actual updating of the data pages in the base file B (that is, merging of pages of the A and D files with the pages of B) can be deferred until a slack time.
The disadvantage of the differential file approach is the cost of accessing SizeFrac * N extra pages in order to access N data pages and the CPU processing l R. Agrawal and D. J. Dewitt overhead of CpuOH. A sensitivity analysis we have performed indicates that its performance is very critically dependent upon the values of these two factors. Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the performance of the differential+locking mechanism for larger values of SizeFrac and CpuOH, respectively. The performance degrades considerably for larger values of these parameters. In addition, the assumption that the differential A and D files can be merged with the main file in slack time is crucial to the performance of this approach.
(2) Figure 15 compares the performance of log+locking with shadow+locking when a sequential access pattern has been assumed for the transactions. The performance of the two mechanisms is comparable for medium and large transactions. 9 . CONCLUSIONS The choice of the "best" integrated concurrency control and recovery mechanism depends on the database environment. If there is a mix of transactions of varying sizes, log+locking emerges as the most appropriate mechanism. If there are only large transactions with only sequential access pattern, the shadow+locking mechanism is a possible alternative. In an environment of medium and large sized transactions, the differential+locking is a viable alternative to the log+locking mechanism.
The optimistic method of concurrency control induces a higher number of transaction restarts when compared with locking with deadlock detection. This is because locking resolves conflicts by blocking the conflicting transaction, whereas the optimistic method resolves conflicts by aborting the conflicting transaction. Furthermore, in the case of the optimistic method, nonserializability is detected after the transaction has run to completion, thus wasting total transaction processing. On the other hand, with locking, the deadlock detection is performed whenever a lock request conflicts. Therefore, if a transaction is to be aborted, it will be discovered relatively earlier. Thus, with the optimistic approach, not only are there a higher number of transaction restarts, but each restart is also more expensive. This factor is mainly responsible for the poorer performance of the optimistic combinations when compared with the locking combinations for medium and large transactions.
The optimistic method of concurrency control should only be considered in an environment where transactions are small with a very low probability of conflict. Even in a low conflict situation, if transactions are large and in-place updating is required, the high cost of "making local copies globally available" will make the optimistic algorithm an expensive mechanism. If the optimistic method is to be used, it can be attractive only in combination with a recovery mechanism that requires that all updates be collected in some scratch area and applied to the main copy only after a transaction has completed. Thus, recovery and concurrency control mechanisms may share the data structures and the cost of making local copies globally available.
Among recovery mechanisms, it is more expensive to do transaction undo with logging when compared with shadows or differential files. However, logging puts a smaller burden on a sucessful transaction. Since most of the transactions succeed rather than abort, logging emerges as the best mechanism. The major disadvantage of shadows is the cost of indirection through the page table. This mechanism can become attractive only if the page table can always be maintained in the main memory or with an architecture that avoids this indirection. The disadvantage of the differential file approach is the overhead of reading differential file pages and the extra CPU overhead to process a query. While the number of extra differential file pages that have to be processed depends on the frequency with which differential files are merged with the base file, parallel architectures may alleviate the CPU overhead problem. Drawing upon the results of this study, several parallel recovery mechanisms have been proposed in [l] .
To summarize, we have presented six integrated mechanisms that perform the tasks of both concurrency control and recovery for centralized database systems. In particular, we have shown what data structures may be shared between the recovery and the concurrency control algorithms in a unified mechanism. We have also extended the shadow and differential file mechanisms for use in a multitransaction environment. Finally, we have presented a new approach for evaluating the performance of recovery and concurrency control mechanisms. Our approach recognizes the finite nature of system resources and evaluates performance from the resource consumption point of view, the assumption being that if the system resources are saturated, then a mechanism that puts less resource overhead will be a winner. Although the analytical models that we have developed are simple, unlike other approaches that generate one final number for comparison, our approach helps to isolate the costs of various components of a mechanism. Thus, in addition to saying that a particular mechanism is expensive, one may answer why the mechanism is expensive and where efforts should be concentrated to improve the mechanism. Using the same cost model but a different set of probability numbers adapted from the results contained in [19, 281 , we arrived at similar conclusions in [ 11. We, therefore, place a high degree of confidence on our results. We would like to encourage other researchers to use this approach to evaluate other concurrency control and recovery algorithms or our algorithms under a different set of assumptions.
APPENDIX
A GLOSSARY OF THE NOTATION BX Burden on a transaction due to concurrency control and recovery. CpuOH With differential files, the extra CPU time required to process. a transaction is CpuOH times the CPU time consumed if the transaction were run alone without any provision for recovery. DBSize Size of the database. DBuff Number of data buffers allocated to a transaction. DFlush The function that determines the number of updated data pages that have been flushed to the disk at some time, given the total number of updated pages. DiffFrac The number of differential file pages generated by a transaction is DiffFrac times the data pages updated by it. LBuff Number of buffers available to a transaction to collect log records. LogFrac The number of log pages generated by a transaction is LogFrac of the data pages updated by it. The function that returns the number of log pages that have been flushed to the disk at some time, given the total number of log pages. Level of multiprogramming. Total number of pages accessed by a transaction. Number of pages updated by a transaction. Extra cost incurred when a transaction is aborted by the user. Extra cost incurred when a transaction is aborted by the system. Fixed extra cost irrespective of the ultimate fate of the transaction. Extra cost incurred when a transaction succeeds. Probability that an access request of a transaction will conflict with that of another transaction. Probability that a lock request of a transaction will result in a deadlock. Probability that a transaction will be aborted by the user. Probability that a transaction will be aborted by the system. Probability that a transaction will complete. The function that determines the number of page- 
